PROCEEDINGS OF THE VENTSPILS INTERNATIONAL RADIO

INTRODUCTION
Dear participants and colleagues! We are pleased to welcome you at the VIRAC2012 Conference "Advances in Radio Astronomy of Near-Earth Environment" which is organized by the Engineering Research Institute "Ventspils International Radio Astronomy Centre" of the Ventspils University College.
This conference is dedicated to methods and instrumentation of radio astronomical research of the near-Earth environment. We offer the opportunity to discuss the latest developments in the two important fields: the studies of the state of the ionosphere and studies of the population of near-Earth satellites and space debris. Humanity intensively explore and use the near-Earth space and if, a decade ago the launch of satellites was possible only for a few world leader countries, nowadays every small country and even institute is able to create its own satellite. In the near future these capabilities will be available even to small business. So, now question of controlling the near-Earth space for small objects becomes more actual, especially in determining their precise orbits. Radar VLBI technique is perhaps one of the most promising ways to address these issues.
The accuracy of radio observations is restricted by the emission propagation influence in different environments from natural radio sources or space satellites to receiving antennas. The Earth ionosphere creates the major impact on radio emissions and causes different random effects, such as phase and group delays of radio waves, scintillations of amplitude, frequency variation and others. The investigation of the ionosphere is important in understanding both the natural phenomena occurring in the Earth atmosphere, and the solution of different scientific fundamental and applied problems of radio astronomy, plasma physics, geophysics and optics. Thus, the development of radio astronomical methods giving the information about the ionosphere, is important both from the scientific and practical points of view.
The conference will provide an opportunity for both formal presentations and informal discussions about the related scientific and technical aspects. The conference will be directed to the following fundamental research and technical issues: radar, VLBI and single dish observations of artificial and natural near-Earth objects and determination of their trajectories; radio astronomical research of the ionosphere, including the investigations of radio wave propagation, the methods of plasma parameter measurements and the studies of phenomena in the ionospheric plasma, originating from the natural or artificial reasons. We are extremely happy to meet you in Ventspils city in this summer time and hope you will enjoy the conference and the time spent in Ventspils. I would like to wish you productive discussions, efficient exchange of knowledge and valuable new ideas for your forthcoming investigations.
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